DASHER BOARD SYSTEMS
for Indoor Soccer Pitches,
Lacrosse Fields,
and Multi-Activity Courts (MACs)

CAS3900 Series Soccer Dasher Boards

A clear difference
for a better view.
For Soccer & Multi-Activity Courts (MAC), we sell and service
items that any arena or training facility with an active field
would need. Our CAS3900 series products are some of the
industries most well-respected Design-Built Soccer Dasherboards. Our systems for indoor facilities are “state-of-the-art”,
technologically advanced products specifically designed
and purpose-built.
The CAS3900 system shows off a sleek, modern appearance,
providing excellent spectator views. The frameless, tempered
glass areas provide surprising flex and good energy
absorption upon player impact.
System includes:
• Full view tempered glass walls
• Powder-coated framework
• HDPE sill, goals and gates
• Curved, tempered glass corners
• Sliding goal infill panels
• Barrier netting
• Players’ boxes
• White 1-1/8” melamine panels
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CAS8800 Series Portable Soccer Dasher Boards
The choice
of going portable.
For Soccer & Multi Activity-Courts (MAC), we sell and service
items that any arena or training facility with an active field
would need. Our CAS8800 series products are some of
the industries most well-respected Design-Built Soccer
Dashboards.
Our systems for indoor facilities are “state-of-the-art”,
technologically advanced products specifically designed
and purpose-built.

System includes:
• Portable or permanent installs
• Hot-dipped galvanized framework
• Access gates built into goals
• Extra heavy-duty barrier netting
• Lightweight, durable, responsive playing surface
• Many size options, including 20M x 30M
• Suitable for multi-sport use
• White 1 1/8” melamine panels
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INFINITY Series™

Designed and built
for the world of indoor.
The INFINITY Series™ containment board system is designed
specifically for indoor soccer pitches, lacrosse fields and MultiActivity Courts (MACs).
Our dasher board systems are crafted from tubular extrusions of
T-5 tempered aluminum alloy, engineered and designed by us
specifically for our dasher board systems. These extrusions are
proprietary to Athletica Sport Systems; nothing ‘off-the-shelf’ about
it. The aluminum frame construction gives you the strength and
durability you need for permanent installations, yet its light weight
makes it ideal for ease of handling where changeovers are required.
Through prototype testing with some of the game’s most
respected consultants, to final product construction, we’re
confident there’s nothing better suited to indoor sport.
With an anodized aluminum finish, it provides a clean, high-tech
look that will never rust or pit so your boards will always look great.
Panels are shipped from our factory pre-glazed and pre-assembled.
Installation time is minimal, meaning your playing field is up and
running sooner.
Using state-of-the-art concealed mechanical fastening techniques,
INFINITY Series™ provides a better and stronger board system
than old fashioned welded aluminum or steel boards. No exposed
brackets or anchors, no collection areas for debris or dirt. All
exposed hardware (e.g. hinges or gate latches) are made of
stainless steel for maintenance-free durability.
All INFINITY Series™ playing surfaces are completely smooth,
featuring strong and durable tempered glass and long lasting High
Density Polyethylene (HDPE), and can be customized in an infinite
variety of glass-to-board ratios (from all glass to all plastic), allowing
you to pick the places in your facility to maximize the view for the
spectators and your revenue via sponsorship (stick-on) ad panels.
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Seamless INFINITY Series™
Door closure mechanism
is easily accessed from
either side, yet never
gets in the way of play.
Laser cut stainless steel
hardware never rusts,
and never needs grease endless durability.

The advantages are clear.
Player Safety
Built for player safety, the INFINITY Series™ & Seamless INFINITY
Series™ frames flex upon player impact, keeping the players
safer than board systems without flex. These are the only multisport systems around designed by a professional engineer and
successfully load-rating tested by an independent testing lab.

Safe, Strong, Long-lasting
Optional retractable goal
is customized to your
facility. Available for turf
and court sports.
Easy to retract, virtually
seamless when closed.

Customize your INFINITY
Series™ board system
in an infinite variety of
glass-to-board ratios. Full
height glass allows you to
keep bleacher heights to
a minimum for spectator
safety and comfort, while
maximizing the view for
the ‘wow factor’.

A short frame constructed from strong anodized aluminum
extrusions. Frames can be customized in height between 32 and 42
inches, and feature a colored caprail (custom colors are available).
Great looks in an inconspicuous design! Frames are mechanically
fastened for superior strength and flexibility as compared to
improperly welded aluminum, or welded steel systems. Safe, strong
and long lasting. Tempered safety glass can be as high as 96” and is
secured to the frames with a retaining clip along the bottom of the
frame, and ultra-high strength tape (engineer tested and approved
for this application) all around the frame.

Get the Seamless INFINITY Series™ advantage
• No tall vertical posts obstructing the sight lines
• No chipped or peeling paint in need of constant touch up
• No unsightly galvanized steel frames
• No nasty rust to deter from the great look and image of your facility
• No heavy looking railing over top edge of the glass
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EVOLUTION Series

The fully evolved dasher
system for Indoor Turf Sports.
With our 100% frameless design, that has no upright supports
(except at gate locations), the Evolution dasher system shows off
a sleek, modern appearance, providing spectator viewing that
is superior to any other soccer board system on the market. The
frameless, tempered glass provides surprising flex, and good
energy absorption upon player impact.
Featuring an easy-to-install L-Channel made of super-strong
anodized aluminum that mounts onto threaded rods set in epoxy
anchors (holes drilled on-site), the Evolution system is the most
user-friendly dasher system when it comes to installation. Just
install the L- Channel, and pop in the glass, which sits snugly and
safely in a white EPDM Gasket.
And, unlike some of the other systems out there, Athletica Sport
Systems tempered glass always meets ANSI specs, and always
carries the ANSI seal of approval.
With the EVOLUTION dasher system, you’re getting the best value
of any soccer board system available today.

"

The 100% seamless EVOLUTION glass wall system surrounding
our turf fields looks fantastic, plays professionally and gives
our viewers a crystal clear, unobstructed view of the action.
We are extremely satisfied.
Gina Ramos, Lou Ramos Center - Allentown, PA
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Synthetic Grass Systems
EasyField Portable Sports Panels
Made of high quality synthetic turf, EasyField has been tested under
rigorous conditions and is designed to outlast any portable system
under the harshest use. EasyField feels great underfoot and looks
tremendous in any setting.
EasyField by FieldTurf® was designed with your facility in mind. It’s a
quick, convenient, portable, high performing indoor turf system.
EasyField provides indoor facility owners with the ultimate in
versatility – a durable, impact-absorbing turf system. FieldTurf
engineered the easiest, fastest and most secure way of locking your
portable field panels together.
The turf area of each panel has a dimension of 5.17 ft x 3.44 ft. At just
21 pounds, each panel is extremely light weight for easy carrying,
maneuvering and installation. Installing a good sports field has never
been this easy. Our do-it-yourself system is so simple, a small crew of
people can install a full size field (17,000 sq ft) in less than a day. No
special equipment. No heavy lifting.

GrassTex Arena Pro & V-Max
This non-rubber infilled turf has all the advantages of previous
generations and perform even higher in wear and resistance tests.
The blend of nylon and polyethylene is an almost perfect 50/50
combination. This gives you the true ball roll of a traditional nylon
field, with the softness of the new generation rubber-filled turf. No
rubber infill makes maintenance easier, and up to 10% cooler. These
systems can also be portable with added 4” or 8” Velcro. Various turf
colors available.

Turf Claw Foam Back Turf Adhesive
Turf Claw FB is a high solids adhesive developed to withstand
outdoor environments, as well as demanding indoor applications.
Made with an advanced antimicrobial system to protect the adhesive
from bacteria and fungal growth, Turf Claw FB is solvent-free, low
odor and designed for the permanent installation of rubber backed
and urethane backed artificial grass carpet, outdoor unitary latex and
marine back carpets, carpet with synthetic secondary backings, cork
underlayment and flooring. Turf Claw FB is also recommended for
indoor installations of most commercial carpets except for those with
vinyl backings. Turf Claw FB is CRI™ Green Label Plus approved for
indoor air quality.

FB

SYNTHETIC TURF
FOAM BACK ADHESIVE
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Containment Netting

Nylon Containment Net
The industry standard for containment netting in hockey rinks.
1.5” mesh x 2 mm twine with rope or tape binding edge finish with
grommets. Ask about our fire retardant option.

Kevlar®
Containment Net
Enjoy superior spectator
viewing with a Kevlar® small
twine knotted safety net. 3”
stretch mesh x 1.2 mm twine
with rope binding edge finish.
Fire retardant. Custom made
to your exact length and height
requirements. For indoor use
only.
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Monofilament
Containment Netting
When hung properly,
monofilament netting is almost
invisible. A metal conduit frame
will provide the best results for
attaching the net at the ceiling.
3.25” stretch mesh x 1.1 mm
twine, diamond pattern with rope
binding edge finish only. Order in
full foot increments.

Goals / Goal Nets
Round-Frame
Aluminum Goals
The portable round-frame aluminum soccer goal
completes your goal box for regulation play on the
soccer pitch. The white powder-coated 6' x 12' goal
with 4" round frame provides strength and stability,
while the continuous net attachment channels along
the ground bar prevent ball breakout.
Top-of-the-line goal is designed for competitive play
and withstands rigorous games.
4" x 2" full ground bar with net clip channel provides
ultimate stability and prevents balls from sneaking in
on the side or rolling through the back of the goal.
Extruded aluminum frame is lightweight for ease of
assembly and transport. Welded one-piece goal frame
corners provide strength and rigidity with no visible
hardware. Crossbar, uprights, side bars, and ground bar
all contain a channel for easy and secure net clip
insertion, as well as keeping the net securely fastened
to prevent balls from sneaking through the net.
Crossbar, uprights, side bars, and ground bar are
powder-coated white for durability and protection
against weather elements. Goals sold in pairs; nets are
included. Permanent, semi-permanent and custom size
goals available.

Soccer Nets
Soccer nets constructed of high-tenacity polypropylene to provide
maximum strength during relentless play. Knotless netting ensures safety
and ease of set up. All nets include
net clip attachments for safely
securing net to goal. Most
sizes available in your choice
of white or orange. All nets
feature blue location tags to
help with proper installation.
Meets NCAA, NHSAA,
and FIFA specifications.
Sold in pairs.
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Seating

Players' Bench Seating

Retractable Bleacher Seating

Retractable Bleacher Seating
Options include:
• Unique color-matching
• Wood bench seating
• Contrast colors for inlays

• Bench back rest
• Back rest

3C Series Tip & Roll Bleacher
Options include:
• Custom colors
• Double or single foot planks
• 2, 3, and 4 row configuration
• Chain-link handrail
• Variety of lengths
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Tip & Roll Bleacher Seating

Double Plank Benches - with and without backs

Flooring / Scoreboards
CAS ISO-Cushion Floating Gym Floor
ISO-Cushion is our most popular bio-mechanically designed floating wood floor
system. We have taken into consideration the performance requirements of
athletes all age and size. We are able to fine tune the shock absorption as required.
As a result of combining a thicker maple surface, dual layer sub-floor, and resilient
ISO-cushion pads, this floor can be perfectly fine tuned for the performance levels
targeted for particular activities.
Excellent non-athletic load bearing capabilities with a continuous sub-floor that
adds strength and load stability throughout the floor.
PAD FEATURES

• Northern Hard Maple
• Variety of pad options
• Continuous solid sub-floor
• Floating system to allow
for expansion

• 2-stage resilience for light
and heavy loads
• DIN tested shock absorption
• 45 and 55 durometer options

ø46mm

19mm

SYSTEM FEATURES

Eversan Scoreboards
Eversan, Inc. combines advanced technology with innovation,
creating durable high-quality products designed to exceed the high
standards of athletic programs. Their current line of products are
continually updated to incorporate state-of-the-art advanced
technology, quality, and user-friendly operations.

Model 9658
Multi-Function L.E.D. Scoreboard
Dimensions: 6'L x 28"H x 3"D
Weight: 35 lb

Model 9769
L.E.D. Basketball Scoreboard
Dimensions: 8'L x 5'H x 3.5"D
Weight: 125 lb
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